Waioneke
School
AG Day

WELCOME

This booklet has been put together to
assist parents and children to enjoy our
fantastic Ag Day.
This is an event which has been held
every year at Waioneke School since the
1940’s (that’s as far back as we could find)
This year it is on Saturday 29th October
2022.

There are a variety of projects involved with
the day (these are done on the Friday before
Ag day) at school, some examples from past
days are;
Animal rearing
Sand saucer
Floral arrangement in an Usual Container
Vege / Fruit Creation
Baking
Photo competition
Miniature Farm
Miniature or Fantasy Garden
Number 8 wire creation
House point competition

Plant Stall

Can you help plant seedlings, indoor
plants, outdoor plants?
Do you have contacts or could you
donate potting mix, seeds or plants?
Do you have any plastic pots or
seedling trays that you could
donate?
If you have said yes to any of the
above or would like some more
information, please email Esther at
esther@estherkern.com

ANIMAL
REARING
All children at Waioneke School are encouraged to raise an
animal for Ag Day. They have a choice of: Lamb, Calf, Goat
(baby goat/Kid).
This information is designed as an aid to assist you in the
rearing of your animal for Ag Day.
Each child who wishes to have an animal for Ag Day will
need to complete an entry form - Forms attached and on
the school website.
For more information please contact
Louise 021 303 077 or email
louisesnasmith@gmail.com

WEATHER AND SHELTER
Exposure to the weather has a great influence over the animal‛s growth and health
during weaning.
Animals that are wet and cold are more susceptible to infections. Adequate
shelter is essential while the animals are very young.
A warm, dry, stress-free environment reduces the chance of disease and infection
and helps with growth.
For lambs and kid goats a kennel is adequate. Kid goats have no natural oils in
their hair so they feel the cold easily.
Have the animals in a sheltered area, if possible, especially from prevailing winds.
If artificial shelter such as a pen is used, allow the animals to choose to use it or
not.
Here are some links that you may also find helpful:
www.lic.co.nz/lic_Calf_Club.cfm
www.nzagbiz.co.nz
www.maxumanimal.com

CALVES

All calves must be born between 1st July and 15th September of the current year.
Competitors shall take charge of the calf within one week after birth and thereafter,
as far as reasonably possible, care personally for the calf throughout the
competition.
Time - Your calf is your responsibility so you will need to make sure you have time
to look after your calf before and after school each day. This means about 30
minutes each morning and afternoon, so you may need to get up earlier in the
morning, and then spend some more time with your calf in the afternoon before you
do your homework after school.
Calf covers serve two purposes – they keep your calf warm and dry and also flatten
and polish it’s coat, preventing fading from the weather, and meaning your calf will
have a shiny coat when it gets to Ag day.
You can have either a heifer or bull calf.
All calves must have a readable Nait ear tag (The Nait tag numbers will be recorded,
stored and may be disclosed to regulatory bodies by the South Kaipara Group Day
Committee).
Children entering will be placed into two groups for judging; Junior (Years 0-4) and
Senior (Years 5-8) - For Group day Judging, the children will be in Junior,
Intermediate, Senior groups.
Type of Calf:
For judging type, calves are divided into three classes.
1. Light Dairy (Jersey & Ayrshire)
The best light dairy type is judged on the following:
Head, Neck, Body including legs & walking, Rump & Tail, Udder & Teats, Skin, General
appearance.
2. Heavy Dairy (Shorthorn & Friesian)
The best heavy dairy type is judged on the following:
Head, Neck, Body including legs & walking, Rump & Tail, Udder & Teats, Skin, General
appearance.
3. Beef
The best beef type is judged on the following:
Head, Neck, Body including legs & walking, Rump & Tail, Skin, General appearance.

CALVES

Feeding:
You can use any kind of food in any amount except that the calf shall not be reared
on its mother or a foster mother.
Make sure your calf has had colostrum from it’s mother for at least two days, if they
haven’t then you can purchase colostrum powder to mix up before starting milk
powder.
You need a calf feeder (bottle) and teat to feed your calf with - available at PPG
Wrightsons, Farmlands and Farmsource all in Helensville.
Mix milk powders according to the instructions (always be hygienic when mixing
milk powders and feeding - use clean containers or bottles and always make sure
the children wash their hands thoroughly after feeding and handling their animals).
Although the supply of grass, hay and meal increases as your calf grows, it is still
important to keep feeding milk as this ensures your calf keeps a shiny coat for Ag
day.
Calf meal - Your calf will grow quickly and will soon begin nibbling grass and
drinking water from the trough. At around two weeks you will want to introduce calf
meal to its diet so it grows well and has 'good condition' (has a good cover of fat
and muscle) and is contented during the day between feeds. Meal is fed in the
mornings, after your calf's milk feed. You will need a large, flat-bottomed feeder
which your calf can't push around the paddock.
Important info for on the day:
If your calf is sick on Ag day, they are to stay home.
Calves from different herds or farms should be transported to and from School
Ag day separately.
Calves must be tethered at least two metres apart on the bottom field and
secured by a halter and lead rope. (no chain/rope halters or chains/rope leads
to be used).

CALVES
Judging Criteria:
No food of any type is to be taken in the ring, all food and drinks for the animals
must be left at the tethering area. - Bring along your own water and food containers
on Ag day.
1. Leading & Personal Control
Waioneke School chooses to use the Group Day Plan for all its Leading courses so
that the children become familiar with one course only.
Calves must have halters not just collars - see that the halter is not too tight or too
loose, should be a loose led. Lead ropes are to be approximately 1 1⁄2 metres long.
The calf leading course will be an “L” shape. Calves to be led on the RIGHT hand
side, palm upwards, 15cm from the halter and the LEFT hand should grip the lead,
knuckles upwards, stand beside the shoulder of the calf at all times, in a clockwise
direction on a loose lead.
Leads are NOT to be looped or wrapped around their wrist or arm (this is unsafe
leading practice). Try to keep the calf moving at a reasonable pace and walk the
same pace as your calf keeping your position beside, or slightly in front of the
shoulder of the calf.
During the leading you will be required to stop at a “STOP” peg, count to three and
then continue to walk on.
The ring size is approximately 15mx15m.
Competitors shall lead their own entries before the judges unless the judges grant
permission otherwise.
The following actions should be penalised:
Releasing the grip on the rope with the right hand at any time
Touching the calf with the hand during the competition
Slapping the calf with the hand
Slapping the calf on the back with the rope
Jerking the halter
Elbowing the calf or buffeting it with your hip.

CALVES
2. Rearing & Grooming & Child Effort
The best reared calf is judged on the following: Condition, Growth, Skin & bloom,
Handling and knowledge of your calf.
No clipping, trimming, oiling or singeing of calves allowed.
Washing your Calf - Wash your calf when it is younger so it is used to the
feeling of warm water and soap on its coat - but remember:
Only wash your calf on a warm day and with plenty of sunlight so its coat dries
before the day becomes dark and colder.
Use a mild soap or shampoo; wet the coat thoroughly with warm water and rub in
enough soap to get a good lather. Massage the coat and skin so you get all the dust,
dirt and scales of skin out before you rinse it - preferably with a soft stream of
warm water from the hose (if it is a warm day, the water in the hose will be a good
temperature to rinse the calf's coat).
Be sure to rinse all the soap out of the coat because any residues of soap will limit
the amount of shine you will get from the coat when it is dry.
Scrape your calf's coat with the side of your hand to remove the surplus water, and
then briskly rub it all over with the towel.
Your calf's coat will still be damp, so you should brush it to lay the coat down flat,
and leave the calf tied up in a warm, dry, clean place out of draught so its coat dries
before you put its cover on.
Brushing your calf regularly will keep it clean and looking beautiful, it will also
help develop its trust in you.

LAMBS
All lambs must be born between 1st July and 15th September of the current year.
Competitors shall take charge of the lamb within one week after birth and
thereafter, as far
as reasonably possible, care personally for the lamb throughout the competition.
Children entering will be placed into two groups for judging; Junior (Years 0-4)
and Senior
(Years 5-8) - Group day Judging the children will be in Junior, Intermediate, Senior
groups.
A lamb requires shelter from wind and rain - an old dog kennel is ideal as a shelter.
You can purchase lamb wool coats from PGG Wrightson’s, these are great at
keeping your lamb nice and warm - highly recommended.
Time - Your lamb is your responsibility so you will need to make sure you have
time to look after your lamb before and after school each day. This means about
30 minutes each morning and afternoon, so you may need to get up earlier in the
morning, and then spend some more time with your calf in the afternoon before
you do your homework after school. Make your lamb your best buddy, give it lots
of pats and cuddles. Spend lots of time with it, talk and play with it.
Type of Lamb:
Lambs may only enter Local Trade (Meat) or Wool Class.
(Judges may exclude in these classes because of breed.)

LAMBS
Feeding:
You can use any kind of food in any amount except that the lamb shall not be
reared on its mother or a foster mother.
Make sure your lamb has had colostrum from it’s mother for at least two days, if
they haven’t then you can purchase colostrum powder to mix up before starting
milk powder.
You will need a bottle and teat to feed your lamb with - you can purchase from PGG
Wrightsons, Farmlands, Farmsource all located in Helensville.
Mix milk powders according to the instructions (always be hygienic when mixing
milk powders and feeding - use clean containers or bottles and always make sure
the children wash their hands thoroughly after feeding and handling their animals).
The temperature of the milk is important - lukewarm (like a baby's bottle).
Smaller and more frequent feeds are better - especially for smaller lambs.
If your lamb develops scours (real runny poos) feed it only lukewarm water for 2 -3
feeds and then half strength milk for 2 - 3 feeds before going back to normal
strength. If it continues to scour for longer than 2 -3 days then seek help from your
local vet. If the lamb goes off its food or appears lifeless then something is wrong
and you may need to get help.
Your lamb will grow quickly and begin to nibble grass and drink water. At around two
weeks old you will want to introduce pellets or meal to its diet to help it grow extra
well. Check the meal is suitable for lambs. Always keep it fresh and clean and supply
a little more than your lamb requires each day.

LAMBS

Judging Criteria:
No food of any type is to be taken in the ring, all food and drinks for the animals
must be left at the tethering area. - Bring along your own water and food containers
on Ag day.
1. Leading & Personal Control
Waioneke School chooses to use the Group Day Plan for all its Leading courses so
that the children become familiar with one course only.
Once your lamb is 2 weeks old you can start leading it. Your lamb is to have a collar
and the lead (about 1m long) easily detachable (No halters allowed). Encourage it to
walk by your side around the lawn to start with.
The right hand should grip the lead, palm upwards, approximately 15cm from the
collar. The left hand should grip the lead, knuckles upwards. Leads are NOT to be
looped or wrapped around their wrist or arm.
Walk beside the shoulder of the lamb at all times (don’t walk to fast that you end up
dragging/pulling the lamb), keep the lamb moving at a reasonable pace.
When leading around the ring you will be required to stop at a “STOP’’ peg, count to
three and then continue to walk on.
The leading ring size is approximately 10mx10m.
Competitors shall lead their own lamb before the judges unless the judges grant
permission otherwise.
The following actions should be penalised:
Releasing the grip on the rope with the right hand at any time
Touching the lamb with the hand during the competition
Slapping the lamb with the hand
Slapping the lamb on the back with the rope
Jerking the lead.
2. Calling & Most Obvious Pet
The more the lamb associates its owner with a feed, the more successful you will be
in calling your lamb by its name. Call loudly so that your lamb can hear. Always
calling your lamb by name before feeding them gets them used to this routine.
Reward them with a drink or treat.
You will call your lamb from approximately 10m. Only you and your lamb and the
judge will be in the ring at the time of calling.

LAMBS
Judging Criteria:

3. Rearing & Grooming (Child’s Effort)
The best reared lamb is judged on the following:
Best groomed - Lambs must not be brushed (you can brush the wool on their
legs and face only if dirty), Lambs also should not be washed (you can clean
their faces, ears, feet and rear ends before Ag day).
Knowledge on the breed of your lamb.
Feeding patterns - the judge will ask you a few questions about what and how
you have been feeding your lambs.
Housing and general care - checking your lamb has been well cared for and has
a nice warm clean shelter (your lamb won't get too dirty if you have provided
this).
4. High Jump
You will lead your lamb to the ramp, up the ramp, pause and then jump off the end,
with you walking alongside the plank while leading your lamb.
The high jump is approximately 40cm high (a 12gallon drum laying on its side)
supporting a plank approximately 3metres long and 30cm wide, rough sawn.
Poisonous Plants
Lambs have a love of garden plants, however they are unfortunately not able to
determine which ones are poisonous. Many plants that are potentially poisonous or
have poisonous parts are found in our gardens at home.
Here are some examples:
Box (Buxus) and its relations such as the Allegheny spurge used for ground cover.
Many plants in the forget-me-not family which have harsh bristly leaves, and
bracken or rarauhe.
Members of the erica or rhododendron family eg. calico bush and its close relations.
- Camelia, dahpne, azalea, daffodil, delphinium, ferns, snowflake and snowdrop,
hyacinths, hemlock, cress, red maple, oak, oleander, arums, ivy and five finger, swan
plant, heathers and rhododendrons, lilies, poppies, clematis, cyclamen, poinsettia,
hemlock, titoki, fox-gloves and snapdragons and rhubarb leaves.
Many species in the large legume or pea family, the rose, peach, apple family are
poisonous to some extent.

BABY GOAT (Kid)
All goats must be born between 1st July and 15th September of the current year.
Competitors shall take charge of the goat within one week after birth and
thereafter, as far as reasonably possible, care personally for the goat throughout
the competition.
Children entering will be placed into two groups for judging; Junior (Years 0-4)
and Senior
(Years 5-8), Group day is also judged in the two groups.
Type of Goat:
You can have any breed (there are no classes offered for Dairy, Meat or Fibre).
Feeding:
You can use any kind of food in any amount except that the lamb shall not be reared
on its mother or a foster mother.
Make sure your goat has had colostrum from its mother for at least two days, if they
haven’t then you can purchase colostrum powder to mix up before starting milk
powder.
Mix milk powders according to the instructions (always be hygienic when mixing milk
powders and feeding - use clean containers or bottles and always make sure the
children wash their hands thoroughly after feeding and handling their animals). The
temperature of the milk is important - lukewarm (like a babies bottle).
Smaller and more frequent feeds are better - especially for smaller goats.
If your goat develops scours (real runny poos) feed it only luke warm water for
2 -3 feeds and then half strength milk for 2 - 3 feeds before going back to normal
strength. If it continues to scour for longer than 2 -3 days then seek help.
If the goat goes off its food or appears listless then something is wrong and you may
need to get help.
Allow the animals to graze on pasture at an early age, give a little hay and provide
good quality drinking water.
Judging Criteria:
No food of any type is to be taken in the ring, all food and drinks for the animals must
be left at the tethering area. - Bring along your own water and food containers on Ag
day.

BABY GOAT (Kid)

Judging Criteria:
1. Leading & Personal Control
Waioneke School chooses to use the Group Day Plan for all its Leading courses
so that the children become familiar with one course only.
Once your goat is 2 weeks old you can start leading it. Your goat is to have a
collar and the lead (about 1m long) easily detachable (No halters allowed).
Encourage it to walk by your side around the lawn to start with.
The right hand should grip the lead, palm upwards, approximately 15cm from the
collar. The left hand should grip the lead, knuckles upwards. Leads are NOT to be
looped or wrapped around their wrist or arm. Walk beside the shoulder of the
goat at all times (don’t walk to fast that you end up dragging/pulling the goat),
keep the goat moving at a reasonable pace.
When leading around the ring you will be required to stop at a “STOP’’ peg, count
to three and then continue to walk on.
The leading ring size is approximately 10mx10m.
Competitors shall lead their own goat before the judges unless the judges grant
permission otherwise.
The following actions should be penalised:
Releasing the grip on the rope with the right hand at any time
Touching the goat with the hand during the competition
Slapping the goat with the hand
Slapping the goat on the back with the rope
Jerking the lead.
2. Calling & Most Obvious Pet
The more the goat associates its owner with a feed, the more successful you will
be in calling your goat by its name. Call loudly so that your goat can hear. Always
calling your goat by name before feeding them gets them used to this routine.
Reward them with a drink or treat.
You will call your goat from approximately 10m. Only you and your goat and the
judge will be in the ring at the time of calling.

BABY GOAT (Kid)
Judging Criteria:
3. Rearing & Grooming (Child’s Effort)
The best reared goat is judged on the following:
Condition, Growth, Skin & Bloom, Handling and Knowledge.
Knowledge on the breed of your goat.
Feeding patterns - the judge will ask you a few questions about what and
how you have been feeding your goats.
Housing and general care - checking your goat has been well cared for and
had a nice warm clean shelter (your goat won't get too dirty if you have
provided this).
Best groomed - Your goat may be groomed in any manner (they can be
bathed, but have to be dried with towels, Clip feet if necessary, Brush the
goat.)
Make your goat your best buddy, give it lots of pats and cuddles. Spend lots of
time with it, talk and play with it
4. High Jump
You will lead your goat to the ramp, up the ramp, pause and then jump off the
end, with you walking alongside the plank while leading your goat.
The high jump is approximately 40cm high (a 12 gallon drum laying on its side)
supporting a plank approximately 3metres long and 30cm wide, rough sawn.

Health issues that may occur
with your animal
CALVES
If your animal's motions become runny, very pale in colour and/or smelly it
could mean it has scours.
If this happens, immediately tell your parents, so you can get help from a vet.
Remember – to avoid your calf getting scours, make sure everything it eats out of
is spotlessly clean. Also make sure that its bedding (it may have sawdust on the
floor of a pen) is always clean – rake any soiling out of the bed regularly so your calf
has a nice clean, dry place to rest.
Make sure you are feeding the correct amount of milk per feed.
Always wash your hands carefully after caring for your calf, and before eating.

LAMBS
If your lamb scours, - Alternate between 120 ml milk and 120ml of good quality
electrolyte such as Diarrest® or Revive®. This should be done over 6 feeds a day
leaving 30 minutes at least between feeds. As the scouring improves, electrolyte
feeds can be slowly replaced with milk feeds over a period of 2-3 days. - If the lamb
will not suckle tube feeding will be necessary.
Remember – to avoid your lamb getting scours, make sure everything it eats out of is
spotlessly clean. Also make sure that its bedding (it may have sawdust on the floor of
a pen) is always clean – rake any soiling out of the bed regularly so your calf has a
nice clean, dry place to rest. Keep warm (hot water bottles are great) and covers.
Make sure you are feeding the correct quantities of milk.
Always wash your hands carefully after caring for your lamb, and before eating.

Other Health issues
Contact your vet if you
notice any of the following;

Eyelids turned inwards or a discharge coming from the eyes

A swollen navel or joints/lameness - This occurs in the early days of the animal
being born. Infection enters the animal via the umbilical cord when the cord has not
dried. It causes the animal to have swollen joints. They become lifeless and some
may not be able to get up.
Treatment: Dip the cord into iodine to prevent this. In severe cases
antibiotics will need to be used.
Nasal discharge/pneumonia - This usually occurs when the animals are exposed
to harsh weather conditions without adequate shelter provided. The wind and rain
together are the worst. Symptoms: heavy breathing which is often noisy, coughing
and often a watery to whitish discharge from the nose as well as the temperature
being up. The animal eats little or nothing.
Bloating - this is an emergency as the lamb can die very quickly from abomasal
bloat.
Foot rot or Scald - Avoid animals coming into muddy feeding places. Kids may get
scald if the ground is too wet. It is an infection of the soft tissue immediately above
or between the claws on the hoof. Symptoms: Animals can become lame. The foot
can become hot and swelling can occur.
Internal and External Parasites
At weaning give worm and lice treatment. These may be in the form of a drench,
pour-on or injection depending on the product.
Internal Parasites is noticed by persistent watery green scour without straining. It
leads to a gradual but steady loss of condition. The coat becomes hard, the animal
loses appetite, the eyes become dull and the animal becomes weaker.
The animals can become infected by eating short grass and always grazing on the
same area of ground.
Lice is very common in young stock. Lice causes loss of hair, flaky skin and itching.
They loose condition and can become anaemic. It is spread easily by direct
contact.
Ringworm is caused by a fungus which affects the surface of the skin and hair
roots. It appears as roughly circular bare or raised dry rough areas of different sizes
on any part of the body. The fungus spreads to other animals by direct contact.
Iodine can be an effective treatment, but seek advice.

CHICKENS
We have chickens available for Ag day
every 2 years - this year we will not have
them

PETS

We understand that not everyone has the
room or means to raise a larger farm animal.
Therefore, we are bringing in a new animal
category for our Ag Day.
This category will not be judged but we
would love to have a journal or poster that
tells us all about your pet.
Students pets are welcome to come to our
Ag Day as long as the following is adhered to
at all times.
Sorry, NO DOGS OR CATS - No exceptions
The pet belongs to and is cared for by
the student.
The pet is in a secured cage and MUST
remain in the cage at all times.
The pet must be taken home if it is
displaying any signs of stress.

Registration
Well done in rearing your lamb or calf and getting them ready for the upcoming event!
To help the Organisers, Stewards and Judges to make sure the animal judging is run smoothly
please complete the following entry form and return to school by Monday 26th September
2022.
Childs Name: ____________________________
Childs Year: ____________________________
Animal Type: (please circle) Lamb Goat Calf
Animals Birthdate: (dd/mm/yy) _______________________
(Please be as accurate as possible)
Lambs only: Local Trade / Meat Breed / Wool Breed
(Please circle one of the following)
Calves only: Dairy / Beef
NAIT Number _______________________
(Please circle one of the following)
Parent/Caregivers Name: __________________________________
Parent/Caregivers Signature: __________________________________

I am bringing my pet. It is a
I can help with BBQ / Plant Stand / Cake Stand. (please circle).
We will contact you closer to the date.
Please send a cake box home. YES / NO

Please contact the following people if you have any other questions:
Farm Animals - Louise 021 303 077 / louisesnasmith@gmail.com
Plants - esther@estherkern.com
School activities - Maria 09 4202884 / admin@waioneke.school.nz

